March 15 Deadline For ND Scholarships

by Bill Nagel

Brother Robert Sinnauer, C.S.C., executive secretary of the scholarship committee, has announced that applications for scholarships must be submitted by March 15, 1966. Students who wish to compete for new scholarships or to file for renewal of one or more which have been awarded in the past are eligible to apply. This year, students entering American are still the fighting spirit of the student body.

Mr. Fall addressed a packed crowd at his Thursday lecture on Vietnam.

**Overwolf Crowdfears**

**Viet's Fall Analysis**

by Greg Hobbs

Mr. Bernard Fall, professor of Political Science and the Dean of Faculty, delivered a description of the Viet Nam conflict in an overflow flow in the Law Auditorium last Thursday. One of the few observers in America who has been to the scene of the action, Mr. Fall was able to discuss that horrifically complex situation in a manner that will enable the listener to understand the general progress of the war.

Mr. Fall pointed out that the situation was and is, in great part, the result of the inability of the United States to deal with the situation in a quick, solution, nor did the United States consider the possibility of further escalation of the situation or the consequences of those decisions made by the government in Washington and the Department of Defense. Mr. Fall's purpose was to be neither pandering to reality nor to blame the government for a loss that has been incurred.

Mr. Fall began his discussion by making a passing reference to The Voice magazine which heralded the coming of the Vietnam war and the subsequent war in Vietnam. The Voice was published in 1963 and forecasted that the invasion of the South and the subsequent war in Vietnam would result in a complete victory for the U.S. in the conflict.

Mr. Fall ended his discussion by making a passing reference to The Voice magazine which heralded the coming of the Vietnam war and the subsequent war in Vietnam. The Voice was published in 1963 and forecasted that the invasion of the South and the subsequent war in Vietnam would result in a complete victory for the U.S. in the conflict.

**Senate Asked To Scrap President's Medalion**

by Ray Foery

After an extensive study, Senate committees, led by Paul Walker and Fred Gund, have recommended the creation of a president's medalion for the purpose of recognizing the recipient of an unnamed award. The proposal was initiated last year as a replacement for the President's Medalion. The new award will be suitable for the presentation of a host of awards in the future. The proposal was made to stimulate the interest of the students of the University of Notre Dame in the area of public affairs and to provide a vehicle for the recognition of the students who have contributed to the University and its activities. The proposal was made to stimulate the interest of the students of the University of Notre Dame in the area of public affairs and to provide a vehicle for the recognition of the students who have contributed to the University and its activities.

President John DeBenedictis has been named as the recipient of the award. President DeBenedictis is a former member of the Board of Trustees and has been a long-time supporter of the University and its activities. He is a former member of the Board of Trustees and has been a long-time supporter of the University and its activities.
Honor Code Suffers As Cheating Tolerated

by Dick Veit

"Notre Dame students are a bunch of dishonest, irresponsible, selfish" children," one realigned when asked if he could tolerate the Honor Code, "I'm not working here anymore," he said, "I can't expect honor from dishonest people."

Although few students feel the outlook for honor is quite that bleak, the Honor Code has never been a major failure. Although the vast majority of students, faculty, and administrators feel that they are tolerating cheating in other ways, the five major cases of cheating were brought before the Honor Council last year. Of these, awareness and cooperation by teachers or by students are usually the only one willing to try to repair a case of cheating.

This year there are some signs that the code is taking effect. Some students reported cases of cheating, and one student turned himself in simply because his conscience bothered him. Still, the real majority of cases are unreported, and the Council recommends that these must be made, if the Honor Code is to work. After all, Chairman St. John told the Council, "If one share that this must be made, if the Honor Code is to work."

The purpose of the Code is not to create a student proceeding right which makes all students aware of the necessity for individual honesty in its academic activities. One student said, "It places you on honor road. You lose your grade."

The code is also morally obligated to refuse to tolerate cheating viewed as observer. It is a system to prevent cheating on tests. Too much emphasis was placed on this warning which a student can give to any someone. Some students seem to feel they have a right to cheat on their own tests. They feel they are allowed to cheat in their own classes.
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Wine Tasting Party Livens Up LaFortune

Last Sunday Lyona Hall introduced an enlightening and controversial perspective to the education of a Notre Dame student in her bookshop, The Bacchanal (after Bacchus—the Greek god of wine, consisted of a two-part program. The first part was devoted to the introduction of wine and its merits as related to everyday life in a form of a talk given by Robert J. Misch. Mr. Misch is a renowned connoisseur of wines and is a columnist for Enquirer, Saturday Review, and several newspapers under the title of "Eat, Drink, and Be Merry." The second part of the program was held in the Student Center and was a laboratory. The students and faculty who attended the lecture in the library auditorium were given the opportunity to form their own habits from a selection of some eighty types of table wine. Approximately 170 bottles of wine were consumed by the some 500 people who attended the program.

The reception afterwards provided some introduction to the projected Hall Wine Program in that it provided an informal atmosphere in which both students and faculty mingled freely.

In light of the success and favorable acceptance of this project, Lyona Hall has projected other programs devoted to the education of its residents and guests. In the immediate future, they plan to introduce a hall library as well as a lecture concerning the reasons and use of rhythm.

The Neighborhood Study Program, which now involves approximately 70 students from ND, in Mary's, and South Bend, has issued a program of the University of Graz, of 256 Missetsy, invites anyone interested in studying to contact him for more information. He will be in his room from 8 to 10 and 2 p.m., on Feb, 9, 10, and 11.

NSHP Requests More Tutors

The Neighborhood Study Program, which now involves approximately 70 students from ND, in Mary's, and South Bend, has issued a program of the University of Graz, of 256 Missetsy, invites anyone interested in studying to contact him for more information. He will be in his room from 8 to 10 and 2 p.m., on Feb, 9, 10, and 11.

Make your appearance in FARAH

AND LET THE CHICKS FALL WHERE THEY MAY!

The sharp styling of Farah slacks, puts the frosting on anything you might cook up!

SLACKS, JEANS and WALK SHORTS with... FARAPRESS

NEVER NEED IRONING

The models of Farrems®... Stainless Steel Blade that spins on... are the makers of Farerms®... Stainless Steel Blade that spins on... The makers of Farrems®... Stainless Steel Blade that spins on...

ROOMMATES: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE

You'd think that with all the progress we have made in the education game, somebody would have found a cure for this phenomenon by now. But the problem remains as big a problem today as they were when Ethan Mather founded the first American college. The answer to popular belief, Harvard was not the first. Mr. Mather started his institution none 100 years earlier. And an interesting point it was that Harvard, being a Puritan school, built schools of liberal arts, fine arts, dentistry and tannin, and the like, is a lucrative institution that satisfied 200,000. Everywhere on campus was emblazoned the slogan: "Latin motto: a M.A. in M.G.S., a F.B.D. in M.C.S., a G.D. in M.D. and a deut- open union contained a bowling alley, a weighing mach- ines and a barber shop. (It was last lust- the barrel shop— that, alas, havoc.) Mr. Mather's estimate at the time was that the expanded body, being drawn chiefly from the nearby countryside, was composed almost entirely of Puritan and Indian in- dians who, also, had no need of a barber shop. They trimmed the hair on top of their heads, and as for the hair on their faces, they had none. For, the barber, Pottlaced, Folks, by grape, drew down the starting day after day at 15 em- ployers that one day his mind gave way. Seizing his vi- brator, he ran outside and shook the entire campus till it crum- bled to dust. This later became known as the "Champion." It is a little difficult but not impossible if you will both bend a bit, give a little.

I remember, for example, my own college days (Berlitz). My roommate was, I think you will allow, even less agreeable than most. He was a Tibetan named Ringasing who was native customs, while indescribably colorful, not entirely endearing; Mark you, as his motto was, let me tell you! Mr. Mather asked Fr. Sheedy, and the other half to live in university faci- lities he said. He was in Innsbruck from Jan. 16 to 50 minutes away, the course for credit. The Bacchanal bottles of wine were given the opportunity to form their own habits from a selection of some eighty types of table wine. Approximately 170 bottles of wine were consumed by the some 500 people who attended the program.

The reception afterwards provided some introduction to the projected Hall Wine Program in that it provided an informal atmosphere in which both students and faculty mingled freely.

In light of the success and favorable acceptance of this project, Lyona Hall has projected other programs devoted to the education of its residents and guests. In the immediate future, they plan to introduce a hall library as well as a lecture concerning the reasons and use of rhythm.
The President's Medallion

The Senate will meet next to determine the future of the President's Medallion. Before that, however, whatever the final decision may be, the Senate should consider the possible implications of their decision.

Several mechanical defects were obvious in the Medallion procedures from the start. Fr. Heuston's statement instituting the award was hopelessly ambiguous, and it's interpretation varied widely among members of the selection committee. The result was the selection of the student body's personal standards of achievement as the criteria of judgment, and the absence of any uniform and unifying selection process, weighing heavily in the committee's decisions, worked to the advantage of the student body. It seems, however, that the committee itself contained built-in bias for organizational talent, being composed of representatives from several of the more potent campus organizations.

More fundamental than these difficulties was the question of the very existence of the award. The President's Medallion was designed to recognize the academic abilities and personal values of the notables, in the tradition of an award that was not awarded by the Medallion. In fact, it was not even awarded.

A student: award has meaning only in so far as it expresses the common gratitude of the student community to one of their peers. It should be obvious, however, that this sort of consensus is impossible in light of the temporary nature and personal values and for the Medallion to attempt to express the sentiments and values of the various groups of the University would be pretentious and even dishonest.

The President's Medallion is a letter - over Whos Who, an anachronism from an earlier Notre Dame era. It is limited by inherent personal difficulties, and can never hope to represent the common appreciation of students, its perpetuation need not affect the smooth functioning of the leadership establishment and the majority of students.

ATTENTION ST. MARY'S!!!

Girls, find out what's happening across the road!

You receive two issues per week, 26 issues in all, for only $2.00.

half-price rate

Send your check and mailing address to The Voice, Box 11, Notre Dame.

Rambling

By Tom McCauley

I came across a strange game the other day. Some poor freshman was huddled in the phone booth phoning frantically someone calling fourth floor Walk in the hopes of being assigned a room and a roommate. After putting him out of his misery with my 20778, he professed to be yet another deep, deep thought, in the dilemma: If you don't go to answer the phone, he'll send someone else. I don't think you have a choice of whom. If you do go, will you be able to get the phone booth? Or if the phones are 300 miles away, will you be able to answer it, someone will ask for 207 in 10, which is 207 in another town or on the world. You get the idea.

If I were one of those people who would call me on the phone, would you have a message? How is your book right now? How is the weather? Do you need any more coffee? And most of all, how is your life? And when you are done, would you think of billing me for that? Does it make sense?

So, I thought about what was going on. I just can't imagine what it would be like to have someone call me on the phone, remember the poor soul who was on the line with me. It was not a call, but people called their phones and on the phone, it was just an error message, even if they weren't there. It is a true disgrace. Yes, friends, a word of warning. If you ever get on the phone, remember the poor soul who was on the line with you, these are not just people for the phone book, they have lives. The first month's bill gave me such an idea and AT&T had a rook split.

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor must contain the complete name and address of the writer and the date written. If possible, they should be typed. All typewritten and double-spaced, Pen name unless otherwise stated will be withheld at the discretion of the editors. Comments lacking in good taste will be rejected and all letters are subject to condensation and, solicited contributions should be addressed to THE VOICE, Box 11, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Dear Editors:

The recent suicide of one of our students has been rather off- putting, as you might imagine. While such a course is undoubtedly the one least on the minds of the students, it is the course most helpful to the student body. I am afraid that the problem with the suicide is the usual one: the students may well be lost, in the desire not to succumb before the herd, to the truth that the supposed problem can be immediately fixed. The thought of Fr. Heuston mentioned in the Student Government banquet, as he spoke of the difficulty of making the present hall system that it is a problem that is rapidly diminishing. Our Administration can offer dis-

Dear Editors:

The result was both an enormous substitution of our free enterprise system but none of these students were penalized by the time...

Now under new leadership, the VOICE of Notre Dame was able to follow in the footsteps of its predecessors, speaking out in a clear VOICE, when the issues were de-

Dear Editors:

We feel that a campus newspaper can only exist when it is free to discuss items of major interest to the student body. With this in mind, although hampered by lack of space and time, a plan to explore areas of major concern to students connected with Notre Dame.

Along this line, we are discussing in this issue the problem of the student body, the athletes and the President's Medallion.

But we also recognize that our major function is to do what we do best, "WHEN IT'S NEWS". In this respect we plan to cover any and all activities of the Notre Dame community. Ultimately, we hope to be able to come out three times a week with an eight page paper, if possible.
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Mardi Gras Celebrants Asked To Aid Gil's

The Mardi Gras Committee has announced a special addition to the carnival plan of past years. Each person entering the carnival this year will be asked to make a donation of one bogus bill (50 cents) towards a fund to be used for worthy causes benefiting the American fighting men in Viet Nam. According to Hufan Giles, publicity chairman, this fund was set up by the Committee because they felt a need to express thanks to those now serving their country in Southeast Asia.

"While the men of Notre Dame will be partying," he said, "many of their friends—and generally people of their own generation—will be paying the price for liberty." The Mardi Gras Committee will also petition the student Senate to make a donation from the float profits of the various Mardi Gras activities, though no specific institution or group has been selected for the float. Committee members hope to find a cause that will benefit the members of the armed forces directly, such as the USO. The theme for Mardi Gras Ball I has been announced as "Travelling in Paris." "Le Petit Rondes- vuel" is to be the theme of Mardi Gras II. Billy May and his Orchestra will play at I and Norman Ladd will provide the music at II, and the Mardi Gras concept, which will take place on Sunday afternoon, will feature the Lorette, the Homeform, and comedian Jackie Vernon.

200 Enjoy Ski Trip

Two hundred and five members of the Ski Club from ND and St. Mary's took a four-day ski trip over semester break to Caliberan in Cadillac, Michigan, although the weather was very cold. Steve Knauf, club president, reported that everyone had a good time and got the full weekend of skiing. Also included in the events were a party for 600 Friday night, a dinner-dance Saturday night and club races on Sunday. The Ski Club annually sponsors a ski trip to the general area and is aware of the added possibility.

Phone Referendum

Continued from page 1

Refrendum is predictably varied. While most students are in favor of the added freedom and privacy of phones in each room, as well as the added possibility of receiving all calls intended for them, they bashed at the thought of added expense. Since the $40.00 per year is a standard rate for phones (per person), the system is more disastrous to those in singles than to those in triples. This is probably one reason for the overwhelming success of the referendum in Farley, a hall comprised predominately of doubles and triples, but very few singles. The plan of a single person in a hall triple is greatly to the disadvantage of the single student resident put in such a hall triple. The place is so high that one must not only call a distance, but must also travel to one of the phone booths. And very few have the long power, or the desire to use it, to yell for you. This (the long distance bill) is the main goal: least increase your chances of getting a job, or a good grade, and said much the same thing, but added that "This is in a sense a doubling of the phone to the phone and be able to use it right now the way the single person does, or for someone to finish talking to a friend on his phone.

While no one can doubt the practicality of the measure, several students have expressed concern about its unfairness. The holder of the phone could be, for example, Lyons put it this way: "I don't like the idea of phones in the rooms because I don't want to pay $40.00. I would if I lived in a triple, or even a double, but $40.00 a semester is a little too much." When questioned on the merits of the phone proposal, he said, "This is kind of thing really bugs me—I live two doors down from the phone—but getting rid of it isn't worth $40.00 a year. The owner of a single is in the basement, on the other hand, was unequivocally in favor of the proposal. A sophomore in a triple in Farley summed up the general sentiment:

"I bet he can ski."
LUNA-Red China Showdown Looms

for the People's Republic to their right to seat the Nationalist as the representatives of China to LUNA. The vote in this election was 8 for the Albanian delegate, and if for the Australian delegate who opposed him. The final deciding vote in this election was cast by the delegates from Afghanistan. The meeting of this committee ended with two pro- visions. The first was passed by the Nationalist Chinese and dealt with admitting Nationalist China to the Assembly. The second was pre- sented by the Albanian delegate for Albania, which is a non-membership member nation. This proposal sought the admission of the People's Republic of China to LUNA on the same representation to which the United Nations was admitted.

Jim Murray has been elected head of the Afro-Asian bloc. This bloc passed a resolution sponsored

table 6

by the Central African Republic, and opposed the delegate from Nationalist China from the room. A second bloc meeting was called off by the Russian delegate. However, all members were informed of this, and several of them, including delegates from Albania and Communist China, showed up. This bloc, bloc, the Committee of LUNA passed a Na- tionalist Chinese resolution and named France as head of the com- mittee.

One recent documented piece of literature contains an appeal for the independence of the three Baltic States, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. All three were overrun by the Soviet Union in June of 1940, and have remained as parts of the Soviet Union ever since. This appeal was called "An Appeal to World Conscience" and was presented by a member of the Baltic Delegation. It was directed specifically to the LUNA Human Rights Sub-Committee.

Here's the shortest line between graduation and a "go-places" career.

It's the one you sign on at your placement office for an interview with IBM February 9

Want growth— with a difference? Looking for an environment with stability? New frontiers in all technologies—with the leader in tomorrow's growing major industry?

IBM can offer you extraordinary growth opportunities in Research, Development, Manufacturing, Programming and Marketing—throughout network of labs, plants and technical centers. If you want the facts about these opportunities you'll want to talk to the IBM interviewer.

Certainly, he wants to talk to you about these key jobs:

They're jobs with technical responsibility. Where you can put your ideas to work and earn superior rewards.

IBM is going places. Why not go along?

Whatever your area of study, ask us how you might use your particular talents at IBM.

Job opportunities at IBM lie in eight major career fields:

(1) Research and Development
(2) Engineering
(3) Manufacturing
(4) Finance and Administration
(5) Marketing
(6) Field Engineering
(7) Systems Engineering
(8) Programming

IBM is Equal Opportunity Employer.

IBM
Irish Cagers Drop 12th Straight Tilt
by Ray Zolovski

Tech's Price Paddy, the game's high scorer with 13 pts., hit two 20-foot jump shots as the Yellow Jackets lead, 16-13. Using a collapsing man-to-man defense, Georgia Tech withstood its lead to 11 points before Brian Keller and Bobby McComb ignited a rally that brought the Irish within one point at the bell. Victory was within sight as the Irish swept up 37-38 with a little over 10 minutes left, but then came the Tech tear, as the Jackets switched into a zone defense and applied constant pressure with a press. The Irish responded with a rash of turnovers and the inability to work the ball in to Keller and Callwell. Irish high scorers with 10 and 11 points respectively, trailed in long, hurried, inaccurate outside attempts, as Tech went up 53-39 with 10 minutes to go in the game. The Yellow Jackets then switched into a spread-out offense that enabled them to protect their margin the remainder of the game.

ND Wrestlers Victorious

Wrestlers BILL SCHWEDEL, Mark Rush and Neil Pietrangeli continued undefeated in dual competition as the Irish defeated Wabash College, 27-19, at Wabash last Thursday.

This trio all registered their third victories (Pietrangeli has been tied once) via decisions in the 167 lbs., 177 lbs., and heavyweight divisions respectively. Marshall Anderson (133 lbs.) opened the meet by pinning Jim McCready of Wabash in 3 minutes and 33 seconds to give the Yellow Jackets a lead they never relinquished. After Wabash had pulled within two points, Sophomore Tom Horne (145 lbs.) registered another pin for the Irish in 7:15 to widen the margin to 12-6. Gary Darr and Jim Gerald both drew their matches to round out the Notre Dame roster.

The wrestlers will be looking for their third straight regional against Notre Dame this week.

To Europe below $100

Your summer in Europe for less than $100 (including transportation). For the first time in travel history you can buy directly from the Tour Wholesaler himself, your round-trip air fare. The Job offers may also be obtained with no strings attached. For a "do-it-yourself" pamphlet with jobs, discount tours and applications send $1 (for materials, handling, air mail) to Dept. W, International Travel East, 63 Herbert Street, Vaudes, Liechtenstein (Switzerland).
**Hockey Team Tops AF For First Home Win**

by Paul Cullman

Obviously spurred on by the possibility of scoring its first home-game victory of the short season, the Notre Dame hockey Club flew high against the Air Force Academy Saturday at the Howard Park Rink and shot down the Falcons to the tune of 9-4. Borrowing Jim Halley’s idea of scoring in each period, and aided an assist on Tom Yovan’s goal, earning for himself the coach’s MVP award for the game. The Irish jumped to a quick 1-0 lead in the first period when Tom Helden put away Halley’s rebound. After the Falcons’ Pat Nash lost the game three minutes later, Halley’s first goal and Dan Leiley’s rebound of Tom Yovan’s shot gave the Irish a 3-1 first period lead which they never relinquished.

Notre Dame scored a singlethick in the middle frame for more than enough pressure for Frank Bluu to drive Halley’s second goal. Air Force’s first real shot on goal with 2:00 gone resulted in a disputed goal by John Carman. What apparently looked like another file stop for Irish goalie Leo Collier was ruled at Air Force score when he fumbled it beyond the goal crease. Two-and-a-half minutes later nemesis Halley picked up an errant pass and scored to make the score 4-1. Both Falcon goals came with the Irish short-handed due to a five minute cross-checking penalty on Tom Helden for excitingly scoring up on the of the Collies.

Helden at the west end of the rink was a factor in the third period goal. The Irish rallied on goals by Yovan, Dave Dallager, and Halley-Halley, all within a two minute span. When the teams traded goals midway through the period, AF’s Carman scored to make the final score 7-4.

The third period was also punctuated by a general brawl. Frank Bluu, it seems, detected Ralph Kappy’s shots in his face. While conveying his displeasure, Notre Dame’s pneumonia-afflicted Colgin intervened, followed inside the rink where the incident went on. Several hand to hand altercations ended with 10 stitches for Captain Mancino and seven stitches for Kappy and Colgin.

The victory was Notre Dame’s fifth of the year against 4 losses and two ties. Halley’s fine shooting enabled him to the Helden and Paul Beverly for the team scoring lead with 50 points.

**Swimmers Lose 2 Meets**

The Notre Dame swimmers team faced its strongest competition of the season this past week losing to New Mexico at The Rock Thursday, 69-30, and to Western Kentucky at Kalmanon Saturday, 76-30. The tarpurs record for the season.

The week was not a total loss, however, as Tom Bourdeau, undefeated in the backstroke this year, broke his ceiling record in his specialty with a 2:07.4 clocking at Western.

Announced before the meet, Notre Dame recorded two wins in three meets. After a 56-30 triumph over Western Ontario, the Irish traveled to Detroit to participate in a triple double-dual meet with Illinois and Wayne State. The Irish tripped Notre Dame, 56-39, and then followed by an 84-25 loss to the Illini.

The Irish came back strong, however, as Captain Jack Stalnuk’s double wins in the 200 and 500 yard freestyle highlighted a 7-15-8 record over host Wayne State.

**Cliffs Notes**

Cliffs’ Notes are expertly explained and explain the plot and characters of more than 125 major plays and novels including Shakespeare’s works like Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth—understand your grades. Use Cliffs Notes for help in any literature course.

125 Titles in all—among them these favorites:

- Othello
- Hamlet
- The Iliad
- Crime and Punishment
- The Odyssey
- The Metamorphosis
- Great Expectations
- The Grapes of Wrath
- Crime and Punishment
- A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court
- The Brothers Karamazov
- Moby Dick
- Crime and Punishment
- Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
- The Picture of Dorian Gray
- Anna Karenina
- Crime and Punishment
- Don Quixote
- The Brothers Karamazov
- The Divine Comedy
- and many more

**Cindermen Win Big '3' Meet**

University of Notre Dame

Tuesday, February 8, 1966

With a flash scorching of reserve strength and middle and long distance power, the Notre Dame track team captured the "Big Three" championship Saturday at Bloomington, scoring 98 points to huskies’ 66 and Purdue’s 14.

Sophomore Bob Timm was presented with a green running shirt with a gold and blue double-stripe and a ND insignia by Coach Alec Wiarne as the Irish trackman who performs better then expected and significantly affects the team effort. In earning this running award, Timm won the 440 yard dash, finishing in 51.5 seconds and anchored the most exciting race of the day, the winning mile relay. After Pete Farrell brought the Irish from third to first in the third leg, Timm elected to run at the heels of the Indiana pacemakers, and then turned it on in the stretch to win in a photo finish.

Ed Deans opened the meet with a new fieldhouse record of 4.11.3 in the mile and later won the half mile in a rather slow 1:56.6. A week before at Western Michigan, Deans recorded the season’s fastest 1000-yard run in the world until last Thursday with a 2:09.2 mile. It was at this meet that two ND freshmen turned in out-standing performances. Springer Hill broke at speed 60 yard dash and high jumper Dick Brookside jumped a 6’10” at the Bloomington ND record.

Sophomore Pete Farrell broke another fieldhouse record with a 4:12.4 mile run. Notre Dame coach Mike Coffey (6’2”, 165), was later to report the key that made the difference was the decision to break the favorite to break a last point lead over Indiana.

Notre Dame’s firsts were recorded by Mike Chapo in the long jump and Tim Butler in the pole vault.

**Hamlet**

Isn’t hard: when you let Cliff’s Notes be your guide. Cliff’s Notes expertly explain the plot and characters of more than 125 major plays and novels including Shakespeare’s works like Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth—understand your grades. Use Cliff’s Notes for help in any literature course.

125 Titles in all—among them these favorites:

- Othello
- Hamlet
- The Iliad
- Crime and Punishment
- The Odyssey
- The Metamorphosis
- Great Expectations
- The Grapes of Wrath
- Crime and Punishment
- A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court
- The Brothers Karamazov
- Moby Dick
- Crime and Punishment
- Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
- The Picture of Dorian Gray
- Anna Karenina
- Crime and Punishment
- Don Quixote
- The Brothers Karamazov
- The Divine Comedy
- and many more

**For the guy who’d rather drive than fly**

Chevelle SS 396

Potent

The Chevrolet Way

All kinds of cars all in one place... at your Chevrolet dealer’s CHEVROLET - CHEVELLE - CHEV II - CORVAIR - CORVETTE.